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Assessor's Map Kenai Peninsula Borough

KALIFONSKY COMMERCIAL PARK SUB KN0780176
JOHN CASTONS INDUSTRIAL PARK SUB KN0820113
JOHN CASTONS INDUSTRIAL PARK SUB NO 2 KN0830083
JOHN CASTONS INDUSTRIAL PARK SUB NO 3 KN2005070
JOHN CASTONS INDUSTRIAL PARK SUB NO 4 KN2002109
SPIRIT SUB KN0940003
MERRYWOOD AVE RIGHT OF WAY ACQUISITION KN2003098
SPIRIT SUB ADDN NO 1 KN2006089
SPIRIT SUB ADDN NO 2 KN2007131
JOHN CASTONS INDUSTRIAL PARK SUB 2014 ADDN KN2016070
KALIFONSKY BUSINESS PARK SUB PART 3 KN2017049